ABSTRACT
After the Human Genome Project, the next major challenge in biology is the comprehensive understanding of the dynamics of interactions between proteins, through which biological cell functions emerge (Abbott, 1999 ). This will lead to further understanding of the mechanisms of diseases, cellular signal processing and even functions of our brain. However, the elucidation of these mechanisms in a biological cell including a neuron is a major challenge because thousands of proteins participate in signal processing, which comprises a complex and complicated network of biochemical reactions. To achieve the goal of elucidating mechanisms of cellular functions based on intracellular biochemical processes, we should make a complete catalogue of substances and the interactions between them. For this purpose, powerful computer software for constructing models of biochemical interactions will be required in accord with experimental research data.
Several modeling and simulation tools for biological cells have been reported (Cornish-Bowden and Hofmeyr, 1991; Hines, 1993; Mendes, 1993; Sauro, 1993; Ehlde and Zacchi, 1995; Bartol et al., 1996; Schaff et al., 1997; Bower, 1998; Tomita et al., 1999) . A-Cell was developed for the purpose of constructing comprehensive models for complex and complicated biochemical reactions with commonly used graphical expressions. A-Cell runs on Windows98/NT4.1 or higher. The simulation program automatically generated by A-Cell is compatible with ANSI C.
The advantage of A-Cell graphical user interface is shown in Figure 1 , where reaction scheme for AMPA (α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxalone propionic acid)-type glutamate receptors (AMPAR) is shown. AMPAR is engaged in the excitatory synaptic transmission in brains. A commonly used graphical expression of the interaction between AMPAR and glutamate molecules is shown in Reaction 1. An AMPAR (A) binds with one glutamate molecule (glu) which is released from the presynaptic terminal, leading to A · glu. A · glu binds with an additional glutamate molecule, leading to A · 2glu. A · 2glu can undergo a transition to the open state A * . In addition, A · glu and A · 2glu undergo transitions to their desensitized states, A d · glu and A d · 2glu.
These reactions can be illustrated in a different manner, as shown in Reaction 2 where the chain of reactions in Reaction 1 is separated into six reactions. Although each reaction is simple in this expression, the overall structure of reaction scheme is difficult for us to comprehend. It is also possible to express these reactions using differential equations (differential equation 1). Although this is the most universal method of constructing a model, a researcher should translate biochemical reactions into differential equations; this is difficult and time-consuming, especially when a model is very complex. Therefore, the graphical expression shown in Reaction 1 is most suitable for constructing models of biochemical reactions. To realize graphical expressions in A-Cell, various kinds of reactions were classified into seven types as shown in Figure 1; these were sufficient for the graphical expression of biochemical reactions.
It is important to import separately constructed models, because actual biochemical reactions within a cell are composed of many groups of reactions and a comprehensive model can be constructed by combining groups of reactions. A-Cell has a capability of importing other A-Cell models for constructing a final comprehensive model.
A-Cell has several additional functions. First, differential equations derived from a model can be numerically integrated by an interpreter within A-Cell instead of executing the simulation program on a workstation. This
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Seven reaction icons will help users to test each model before incorporating it into a final complicated model. Second, A-Cell has the capability of modeling Hodgkin-Huxley equations. The Hodgkin-Huxley model is constructed by choosing ion channels prepared by A-Cell or user-defined channels and combining them into an electrical equivalent circuit. Third, A-Cell offers a capability of describing stimulatory signals to a cell with various stimulating functions and patterns. Fourth, mathematical equations that are not derived from biochemical reactions can be described through the equation window in A-Cell.
We believe that A-Cell offers one of the most suitable environments for constructing complex and complicated biochemical reactions with graphical user interface. ACell will include the capability of modeling neuronal and cellular morphologies in the near future.
